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I. Emulation Mode
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Device Emulation Mode. Strengths
 An executable compiled in device emulation mode (nvcc
-deviceemu) runs only on the CPU (host) using the
CUDA runtime support without requiring GPU nor driver.
 Possibilities in device emulation mode:
 Use all debugging support available on the CPU side (breakpoints,
watchdogs, etcetera).
 Access GPU data from CPU code.
 Call any CPU function from GPU code (for example, printf) and vice
versa.
 Detect deadlocks due to an improper use of __syncthreads.
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Device Emulation Mode: Weaknesses
 Threads are executed sequentially, so simultaneous accesses
to the same memory position from multiple threads produces
(potencially) different results.
 Access to values through GPU pointers on the CPU or CPU
pointers on the GPU may produce correct results on
emulation mode, but will lead to errors when properly
executed on GPU.
 Results coming from floating-point may differ due to:
 Different outputs from the compiler.
 Different instructions set.
 The use of extended precision operators on intermediate results.
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II. CUDA Profiler and
Occupancy Calculator
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CUDA Visual Profiler
 Provide strategic metrics to find potential performance
problems.
 GPU and CPU timing for all kernel invocations and memcpy calls.
 Evolution through time stamps.

 Access to hardware performance counters.
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Profiler signals
 Events are tracked with hardware counters on signals in the chip:
 gld_incoherent
Global memory loads/stores are coalesced
 gld_coherent
(coherent) or non-coalesced (incoherent)
 gst_incoherent
 gst_coherent
 local_load
 local_store

Local loads/stores

 branch
 divergent_branch

Total branches and divergent branches taken
by threads

 instructions – number of instructions executed.
 warp_serialize – thread warps that serialize on address conflicts to shared or
constant memory.
 cta_launched – thread blocks executed.
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Interpreting profiler counters
 Values represent events within a thread warp
 Only targets one multiprocessor
 Values will not correspond to the total number of warps launched for
a particular kernel.
 Launch enough thread blocks to ensure that the target
multiprocessor is given a consistent percentage of the total work.

 Values are best used to identify relative performance
differences between unoptimized and optimized code
 Try to reduce the magnitudes of gld/gst_incoherent,
divergent_branch y warp_serialize.
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Using the CUDA Visual Profiler (4’ 34’’)
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Maximize Occupancy to Hide Latency
 Sources of latency:
 Global memory access: 400-600 cycle latency.
 Read-after-write register dependency.
 Instruction’s result can only be read 11 cycles after.

 Latency blocks dependent instructions in the same thread
 But instructions in other threads are not blocked
 Hide latency by running as many threads per
multiprocessor as possible!
 Choose execution configuration to maximize
occupancy = (# of active warps) / (max. # of active warps)
Note: Max # of active warps is 24 on GeForce 8, 9 and 10 series, and 48 on Fermi.
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Execution Configuration: Constraints
 Maximum # of threads per block: 512.
 # of active threads limited by resources:
 # of registers per multiprocessor: 8192 ó 16384 (from 10 series on).
 Amount of shared memory per multiprocessor: 16K (GeForce) or 48K
(from Fermi on).

 Use -maxrregcount=N flag to NVCC
 N = desired maximum registers / kernel.
 At some point “spilling” into LMEM (swapping between registers and
local memory used by the compiler for internal use) may occur:
 Reduces performance - LMEM is slow.
 Check .cubin file for LMEM usage (more on next slide).
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Determining Resource Usage
 Compile the kernel code with the -cubin flag to determine
register usage.
 Open the .cubin file with a text editor and look for the
“code” section.
architecture {sm_10}
abiversion {0}
per thread local memory
modname {cubin}
(used by compiler to spill
code {
registers to device
name = myGPUcode;
lmem = 0
per thread block
smem = 68
shared memory
reg = 20
bar = 0
per thread registers
bincode {
0xa0004205 0x04200780 0x40024c09 0x00200780
…
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Execution Configuration: Heuristics
 (#of threads per block) = multiple of warp size
 To avoid wasting computation on under-populated warps.

 (# of blocks) / (# of multiprocessors) > 1
 all multiprocessors have at least a block to execute.

 Per-block resources (shared memory and registers)
at most half of total available.
 And: (# of blocks) / (# of multiprocessors) > 2
 To get more than one active block per multiprocessor.
 With multiple active blocks that aren’t all waiting at a
__syncthreads(), the multiprocessor can stay busy.
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Execution Configuration: Heuristics (2)
 (# of blocks) > 100 to scale to future devices.
 Blocks stream through machine in pipeline fashion.
 1000 blocks per grid will scale across multiple generations.

 Tradeoff: More threads per block means better
memory latency hiding, but also means fewer
registers per thread (a kernel invocation can fail
if too many registers are used).
 Hint: Use minimum 64 threads per block, or even
better, 192 or 256 threads (usually still enough
registers to invoke successfully).
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Execution Configuration: Heuristics (3)
 Tradeoff: Increasing occupancy does not necessarily
mean increase performance, but low-occupancy
mutlprocessor cannot adequately hide latency on
memory-bound kernels.
 Hint: Pay attention to arithmetic intensity and
available parallelism.
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Parameterize your application
 Everything concerning performance is applicationdependent, so you have to experiment for achieving
optimal results.
 GPUs may also vary in many ways:
 Number of multiprocessors: 16 on G80, 30 on GT200, 16 on Fermi.
 Memory bandwidth: Now around 100 GB/s.
 Shared memory size: 16 KB. per multiprocessor, up to 48 KB. in
Fermi.
 Register file size: 8K on G80, 16K on GT200, 32K on Fermi.
 Threads (depending on G80, GT200 or Fermi, respectively): Up to
512, 512 or 1024 per block. 768, 1024 or 1536 overall.
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CUDA Occupancy Calculator
 To help you select parameters for your application wisely
 http://developer.download.nvidia.com/compute/cuda/CUDA_Occupancy_calculator.xls
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Using the CUDA Occupancy Calculator
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III. Code Tuning
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(1) Overlapping computations
with communications
 Variants:
 Overlap CPU computation with data transfers to GPU. Feasible on
every CUDA device, taking advantage of asynchronous CPU kernels
launching. Implementation is straightforward.
 Overlap GPU computation of a kernel with data transfers to GPU. It
is available from CUDA Compute Capabilities 1.1. Implementation is
more complex, three steps are required:
1. Allocate pinned memory on CPU (to avoid memory paging) using
cudaMallocHost().
2. Define streams. A stream is a sequence of CUDA operations that are executed
in order.
3. Transfer data CPU ↔ GPU using asynchronous variants for copying data
(cudaMemcpyAsync(dst,src,size,dir,stream)), which return control
immediately to the CPU (host).
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(1) Overlapping computations
with communications (cont.)
cudaMemcpyAsync(A_d, A_h, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice, 0);
kernel<<<grid, block>>>(A_d);
cpuFunction();

overlap

 Example 1 (note that 0 is the stream by default):

cudaStreamCreate(&stream1);
cudaStreamCreate(&stream2);
cudaMemcpyAsync(dst, src, size, dir, stream1);
kernel<<<grid, block, 0, stream2>>>(…);
cudaMemcpyAsync(dst2, src2, size, stream2);
cudaStreamQuery(stream2);

overlap

 Example 2 (The last two statements do not lead to additional overlap):
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(2) Optimize memory use
 Minimize transfers between CPU and GPU.
 Remember that this bandwidth is much lower than that of the video
memory.
 When we may want to increase data bandwidth, use “pinned”
memory (responsibly), to take advantage of PCI-express capabilities
(3.2 GB/s. in v1.0 and 5.2 GB/s. in v2.0 regularly, 4 and 8 GB/s.
when using chipset nForce 680i).

 Group data transfers between CPU and GPU
 As latency predominates over data bandwidth.

 Migrate some functions from CPU to GPU even though
they may not exploit too much parallelism
 If this skips shipping data to GPU and the way back to CPU.
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(3) Optimize memory access patterns
 Effective data bandwidth may vary an order of magnitude
depending on access pattern if we wisely exploit:
 Coalesced accesses to global memory (less important in Fermi).
 Shared memory accesses free of conflicts when using 16 banks.
 Texture memory accesses (they make use of a cache).
 Accesses to constant memory which shared the same address.

 Keep in mind that:
 Process data is much faster than moving around, as GPUs dedicate
more transistores to ALUs than memory.
 The less squeezed is a kernel when accessing memory, the better
will scale on future GPU architectures.
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Coalesced Global Memory Accesses
 The simultaneous global memory accesses by each thread
of a half-warp (16 threads on G80) during the execution of
a single read or write instruction will be coalesced into a
single access if:
 The size of the memory element accessed by each thread is either
4, 8, or 16 bytes
 The elements form a contiguous block of memory
 The Nth element is accessed by the Nth thread in the half-warp
 The address of the first element is aligned to 16 times the element’s
size

 Coalescing happens even if some threads do not access
memory (divergent warp)
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Non-Coalesced Global Memory Accesses
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Non-Coalesced Global Memory Accesses
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Coalescing: Timing Results (G80)
 Experiment:
 Kernel: read a float, increment, write back
 3M floats (12MB)
 Times averaged over 10K runs

 12K blocks x 256 threads:
 356µs – coalesced
 357µs – coalesced, some threads don’t participate
 3,494µs – permuted/misaligned thread access

 4K blocks x 256 threads:
 3,302µs – float3 non-coalesced

 Conclusion:
 Coalescing greatly improves throughput!
 Critical to small or memory-bound kernels
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Avoiding Non-Coalesced Accesses
 For irregular read patterns, texture fetches can be a better
alternative to global memory reads
 If all threads read the same location, use constant memory

 For sequential access patterns, but a structure of size ≠ 4,
8, or 16 bytes:
 Use a Structure of Arrays (SoA) instead of Array of Structures (AoS)
Point structure
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 Or force structure alignment
 Using __align(X), where X = 4, 8, or 16

 Or use shared memory to achieve coalescing

(4) Shared memory use
When the size is known
at compile-time
__global__ void kernel (...)
{
...
__shared__ float sData[256];
...
}
void main()
{
...
kernel<<<nBlocks,blocksize>>>(...);
...
}

When the size is unknown
at compile-time
__global__ void kernel (...)
{
...
extern __shared__ float sData[];
...
}
void main()
{
...
smBytes = blockSize * sizeof(float);
kernel<<<nBlocks,blocksize,smBytes>>>(...);
...
}
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(5) Avoid conflicts when accessing
shared memory banks
 16 Kbytes of shared memory is
available on every multiprocessor.
 It is structured in 16 banks 32-bits
wide and low-order interleaved.
 Concurrent access from threads to
shared memory is guarantted
under one of the two following
conditions:
1. All threads in a half-warp access
to different banks (on every
possible permutation)
2. All threads access the same
word.

Caso 1:

Caso 2:
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(5) Avoid conflicts when accessing
shared memory banks (cont.)
 This optimization may result quite challenging, though there is a trick to
approach it in a general way by adjusting access indices to the ID of each
working group:
__shared float mem[N];
size_t localIdx = get_local_id[1];
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
float val = mem[i+localIdx % N];

 The price to pay with respect to a manual optimization is the use of a costly
module operator, but when N is a power of two this may be replaced by a
much more efficient bit-wise AND operator:
assert (N is a power of 2);
__shared float mem[N];
size_t localIdx = get_local_id[1];
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
float val = mem[i+localIdx & (N-1)];
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IV. Looking Ahead:
Developing on Fermi
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The evolution of CUDA architecture
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Remembering the
CUDA programming model
Host

Device
Grid 1

Kernel 1

Block
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Block
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Block
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Block
(0, 1)

Block
(1, 1)
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Grid 2
Kernel 2

Block (1, 1)
Thread Thread Thread Thread Thread
(0, 0) (1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0) (4, 0)
Thread Thread Thread Thread Thread
(0, 1) (1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) (4, 1)
Thread Thread Thread Thread Thread
(0, 2) (1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) (4, 2)
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CUDA hardware model:
A set of SIMD processors
 A GPU consists of:

GPU

 N multiprocessors, each endowed
with M cores.

 Massive parallelism:

Multiprocessor N

Multiprocessor 2
Multiprocessor 1

Core 1

 Applied to thousands of threads.
 Sharing data at different levels.

 Heterogeneous computing:
 GPU: Data intensive applics.
Fine-grain parallelism.
 CPU: Control & management.
Coarse-grain parallelism.

Core 2

…

G80
Time period
N
(multiprocs.)
M (cores)
Total number
of cores

Core M

Control
Unit

GT200

GF100

2006-07 2008-09 2010-11
16

30

14

8

8

32

128

240

448
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Alternatives for future scalability
GPU
 Increase the number of
Multiprocessor 30
multiprocessors (basic node),
(scalability on 2ª gener.)
which means growing on Z
Multiprocessor 2
dimension. That’s what the
Multiprocessor 1
2nd gener. did (from 16 to 30).
Shared memory
 Increase the number of
Registers
Registers
Registers
processors on each multiCore 2 … Core 8
Core 1
processor, which means
(scalability on 3ª gener.)
growing on X dim. That’s what
Texture cache
the 3rd gen. has made.
 Increase the shared memory
size (growing on Y dimension).
Global memory
PENDING!
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The GPU evolution on GeForce series
GPU architecture

G80

GT200

Fermi

Commercial name

GeForce 8800

GTX 200

GF 100

2006

2008

2010

681 millions

1400 millions

3000 millions

Number of cores

128

240

448

Computing power at
double precision

No

30 madds/ciclo

256 madds/ciclo

Warp schedulers

1

1

2

Shared memory

16 KB

16 KB

L1 cache

None

None

16 KB + 48 KB
(or vice versa)

L2 cache

None

None

768 KB

No

No

Yes

32 bits

32 bits

64 bits

Year of release
Number of transistors

Error correction (DRAM)
Address bus width
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Resources and limitations depending on
hardware used for CUDA programming
Parameter
CUDA Compute Capabilities

GPU generation
1.0 & 1.1 1.2 & 1.3 Fermi

Limitation

Impact

Multiprocessors / GPU

16

30

14

HW.

Scalability

Cores / Multiprocessor

8

8

32

HW.

Scalability

32

32

32

SW.

Throughput

8

8

8

SW.

Throughput

Threads / block

512

512

1024

SW.

Parallelism

Threads / Multiprocessor

768

1 024

1 536

SW.

Parallelism

32-bit registers / Multiprocessor

8K

16K

32K

HW.

Working set

Shared memory / Multiprocessor

16K

16K

16K
48K

HW.

Working set

Threads / Warp
Threads block / Multiprocessor
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DRAM
I/F

L2

DRAM
I/F

Cores and memory layout
barely change with respect to
its predecessor, the GTX200

DRAM
I/F

DRAM Giga ThreadHOST I/
I/F

DRAM
I/F

DRAM
I/F

Fermi highlights
“The soul of a Supercomputer in the body of a GPU”
!-

3000 million transistors.

!-

Doubling the number of cores
(448 vs. 240).

!-

8x peak performance on double
precision (1 TFLOPS @ 2 GHz).

!-

DRAM error correction (ECC).

!-

Non-explicit L1 and L2 caches.

!-

Doubling data bandwidth with
video memory (GDDR5).

!-

Up to 1 Tbyte of video memory.

!-

Concurrent kernels, C++.
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Fermi: An architectural overview
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Fermi’s goal

L2

DRAM I/F
DRAM I/F
DRAM I/F

DRAM I/F Giga Thread HOST I/F

DRAM I/F

DRAM I/F

 Maintain the GPU scalability on incoming years.
 Attract a higher number of users and wider range of
applications.
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Multiprocessors architecture
 We have 14 multiprocessors, each
endowed with 32 cores.
 Great computational improvement for
double precision:
 8x performance improvement
G80.
 Just twice slower than simple
precision.

 Two threads schedulers.
 64 KB of SRAM, which is spread
between shared memory and L1.

vs.

Load/Store Units x 16
Special Func Units x 4
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Architecture for the cores
 Implement IEEE-754 format on its recent
2008 version, which is ahead of most
CPUs.
 “madd” instruction (add and product
simultaneously) available for
single and double precision.
 ALU redesigned to optimize
FP Unit
INT Unit
64 bits integer arithmetic and
extended precision operations.

Load/Store Units x 16
Special Func Units x 4
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Memory hierarchy
 First GPU with a typical L1,
combining with a CUDA
shared memory for a total of
64 KB for each multiprocessor
(32 cores).
 It also includes a 768 KB L2
unified cache, with coherency
for the set of cores.

13
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Instruction scheduler

14
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Planificador hardware de threads GigaThread
(HTS)
 It manages hierarchically thousands of threads
simultaneously active.
 Context switch on an application is ten times faster.

HTS
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Streaming GigaThread (SDT):
Data transfer engine
 Two DMA co-processors:
 It manages hierarchically thousands
of threads simultaneously active.
SDT

 Example of activity:

Kernel 0

SDT0

Kernel 1

SDT1
SDT0

Kernel 2

SDT1
SDT0

Kernel 3

SDT1
SDT0

SDT1
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V. Bibliography and tools
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Bibliography
 GPU Gems, Gems 2 and Gems 3.
 CUDA Programming Guide. CUDA basics.
 CUDA Best Practices Guide. For code optimizers.
 CUDA Zone (http://www.nvidia.com/cuda).
 Codes developed in CUDA along with the speed factors achieved.
 Research papers describing applications and implementations.
 Tutorials, forums, programming courses, ...

 GPGPU: General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units.
http:///www.gpgpu.org
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Software tools
 CUDA Toolkit, release 3.0 for Fermi.
 nvcc compiler, libraries and documentation.
 Implementations available for Linux, MacOS and Windows 7.

 CUDA SDK:
 Compilation scripts and some utilities.
 Code examples and whitepapers.

 CUDA Occupancy Calculator.
 CUDA Profiler: To study execution times, coalesced
accesses to memory, execution times, diverging warps,
conflicts when accessing shared memory, ...
 Nexus: Programming environment similar to Visual Studio.
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